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       ABSTRACT
These experiments explore rules for transforming the speech of
one talker so that it sounds like the speech of another talker.
Acoustic descriptors were measured from ten short sentences
spoken by two male and two female talkers. These descriptors
were used to derive rules for transformations of the speech
between two talkers of the same gender. One of the short
sentences was chosen for copy-synthesis of these talkers, and the
transformations were applied to these copy-syntheses. Listening
tests were used to test the effectiveness of these transformations
in changing the identity of the talkers.

1. INTRODUCTION
Listeners have the ability to recognize a number of talkers from
their speech. Differences among talkers occur in both anatomy
and learned speech patterns, and knowledge of these differences
is relevant to many areas of speech research. There is minimal
data on which acoustic, and, by inference, articulatory attributes
of a talker’s utterances are used by listeners to distinguish talkers.
The previous studies most relevant to this study are the ones
involving sinewave speech, which show that listeners can
identify familiar talkers from synthetic speech when the voice
quality cues are removed [1]. The purpose of the present study
was to discover the acoustic descriptors, including voice quality
descriptors, that affect a listener’s judgement of talker
identification using transformations based on the descriptors
from the synthesis of one talker to the synthesis of another talker.
The descriptors fall into four general categories: (1) vocal tract
resonance properties as related to vowel quality, (2) prominence
and declination properties, (3) timing and rhythm properties, and
(4) voice quality properties.

The synthesizer that was used here is a parametric
synthesizer, HLsyn, which provides quasi-articulatory control for
a Klatt formant synthesizer [2]. The HLsyn input parameters are
the first four formant frequencies, f1, f2, f3, and f4, the cross-
sectional area at the lips, al, the cross-sectional area at the tongue
blade, ab, the cross-sectional area of the nasal port an, the rate of
change in vocal tract volume, ue, the subglottal pressure, ps, the
fundamental frequency of vocal fold oscillation, f0, the glottal
cross-sectional area, ag, and the posterior glottal area, ap. There
are also speaker constants, such as average spectral tilt and
glottal area for modal voice. Rules applied to HLsyn parameters,
grouped according to acoustic descriptor category were used to
transform the copy-synthesis of one talker to that of another.

2. EXPERIMENTS
2.1. Recording, selection of talkers, and copy synthesis.
Ten talkers of each gender were recorded speaking ten short
sentences in a quiet room. The sentences contained six to seven
syllables, and in normal production, three of the syllables were

pitch accented. These speech samples were digitized at 11,025
Hz. The first task was to select five talkers within each gender
group that were judged to be most similar, and to select two of
these five as analysis talkers, for whom copy synthesis and
transformations would be carried out. This selection process used
five listeners with some phonetic training, including some of the
researchers in this project. The listeners were asked to judge the
likenesses of the recorded talkers within each gender group. A
likeness score was derived for each talker, indicating the number
of times that talker was judged similar to the other talkers. Based
on these judged likeness scores, the ten talkers within each
gender group were pruned to five that were judged to be similar
to one another. A pair of talkers from each group of five, the
analysis talkers, was chosen for characterization and
transformation. The remaining three of each gender group of five
were used as foils in listening experiments. The analysis talkers
were the talkers in the group of five who were chosen the least
often as being like one another, with the one exception that the
one talker in the group of five that had the lowest likeness score
was eliminated from consideration as a possible analysis talker.
With this strategy for choosing talkers we hoped to eliminate
outliers among the foil talkers while using analysis talkers with
enough differences to allow for perceptibly robust
transformations between their copy-syntheses. The two male
analysis talkers were PZ and EC, and they were familiar to the
investigators. The two female analysis talkers were CF and MB,
and they were not familiar to the investigators.
     One sentence from the group of ten, known here as the test
sentence was chosen for copy synthesis of the four analysis
talkers: “Five women played basketball”. After the copy
syntheses were completed, we performed listening tests to ensure
that they were identified as utterances of the intended talker. We
ultimately judged the effectiveness of the transformations in
relation to the appropriate copy-synthesis. For instance, if we
were transforming toward PZ we would compare the
transformations against the copy synthesis of PZ.
     The listening tests used the AXB design, and the following
description applies to each gender group separately. In these
baseline experiments X was always the natural test sentence
spoken by an analysis talker or a copy-synthetic version of the
test sentence. A and B were always natural versions of the nine
remaining sentences: the same sentence spoken by two different
talkers. There were 144 AXB stimuli. For 72 of these stimuli A
was spoken by one of the two analysis talkers nine times, one for
each of the nine non-test sentences, while B was always the other
analysis talker. This produced 36 stimuli, and for another 36 the
roles of A and B were reversed. For another 72 AXB stimuli
there was an even division of the A and B among the three
remaining talkers within the group of five, which were foil
talkers, with the sentences chosen randomly from the nine non-
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test sentences. The 144 stimuli were presented to listeners in
randomized order over loudspeakers in a quiet room. The
listeners were asked to identify the X token as being closest to
either A or to B on a sliding scale. The score sheet had five
circles for each stimulus, and each listener was asked to mark the
leftmost if they were fairly certain that the talker of the X
sentence was the talker who produced the A sentence, the next
leftmost circle if they felt that X could have been spoken by the
person who produced A, and the middle if they were uncertain if
X was produced by the person who produced A or the person
who produced B. The other two circles on the right applied to B.
The listener responses were scored so that for each AXB stimulus
the scores for talker of A and talker of B added to zero. If the
leftmost circle was checked then the talker of A received a 2 and
the talker of B received a -2; if the next leftmost circle was
checked then talker of A received a 1 and the talker of B received
a -1; if the middle circle was checked both talker of A and talker
of B received a 0. Similarly for the right side of the score sheet.
     The results of these baseline experiments, averaged over the
five listeners for the male talkers and averaged over four listeners
for the female talkers, are given in Figures 1 and 2.

Figure 1: Results of baseline AXB experiment for the male
analysis talkers PZ and EC. PZ_n is the average score received
by the talker PZ when X was the natural test sentence spoken by
PZ. PZ_cs is the average score received by talker PZ when X was

the copy-synthetic version of the test sentence spoken by PZ.
Foil_max (foil_min) is the maximum (minimum) score received

by a foil talker when X was either the natural or synthetic
versions of the test sentence spoken by PZ. Similarly for EC.

Figure 2: Results of baseline AXB experiment for the
female analysis talkers MB and CF. See legend for Figure 1.

 For the male talkers, the correct analysis talker was chosen
very consistently when the X utterance was a natural utterance.
The copy syntheses fared less well than the natural utterances,
but with scores substantially greater than 1.00. It should also be
noted that there is very little consistent confusion between the
foil talkers and the analysis talkers.
     The results for the female talkers are not as clear cut. The
talkers of the natural utterances were not identified as
consistently as for the male talkers and there was more confusion
with the foil talkers. The scores for talkers of the copy syntheses
were slightly less than one. This may be consistent with the fact

that there was some difficulty in matching the correct talkers in
the natural utterances. On average, though, the copy syntheses
were identified as the intended talker, although not always with
high confidence. The females may have not been more difficult
to synthesize. They may just have been more similar to one
another, resulting in greater listener confusion.

2.2. Acoustic Descriptors and Transformations
To perform the transformations on the copy syntheses between
analysis talkers, it was necessary to find acoustic descriptors that
could be derived from measures of each analysis talker’s speech.
The acoustic descriptors help to characterize a talker and,
therefore, provide a means for constructing transformations of
HLsyn parameters appropriate for one talker to those appropriate
for another talker. The values of the acoustic descriptors that
characterized each analysis talker were averages of
measurements taken from that talker’s ten sentences. The
transformations were (almost always) rule-based, where the rules
were derived from these descriptors. (The exceptions to this rule-
based approach will be discussed below.) To transform from the
copy synthesis of one analysis talker, the base talker, toward
another, the target talker, the appropriate parameters of HLsyn
were adjusted. (Transformations were performed in both
directions, with the role of the base talker and target talker played
by both analysis talkers of each gender.) In general, the
transformations were carried out in a stepwise fashion, with one
descriptor (or group of descriptors) changed first, and then
successively superimposing changes in additional descriptors.
The adjustments to HLsyn parameters were such that the change
in a particular acoustic descriptor of the copy-synthetic sentence
of the base talker was equal to the difference between the
descriptor value that characterized the target talker and the
descriptor value that characterized the base talker. For instance, if
the difference in the average third formant frequency (an
indicator of vocal tract length) value between the base talker and
target talker was 10%, all of the first four formant frequencies in
the base talker’s copy synthesis of the test sentence were adjusted
by 10%, whether or not this actually brought the formant
frequency values of the base talker’s test sentence closer to those
of the target talker’s test sentence. The success of this rule-based
approach is important for deciding how to characterize a talker
from a database of that talker’s utterances. The transformations
that were exceptions to this approach were used to find out
whether the details of the descriptors and the rules for
transformation we used were sufficient for the task. This
happened in the case of HLsyn input parameters f0, f1, ag, and
the ap contours, which were copied from the target talker’s copy
as one of the steps in the transformation.

Below we outline the measured acoustic descriptors and the
HLsyn parameters affecting those descriptors. There is not
sufficient space to indicate all the measured differences between
the two male and the two female analysis talkers, but we will
indicate where the greatest differences occurred between the two
sets of talkers, and some of the HLsyn parameters used for
transformation.
I) Vocal tract resonance descriptors
The average of third formant frequencies, F3s, measured at full
vowel values is directly affected by vocal tract length. Thus a
difference in the average F3 between talkers would mean that the
first four HLsyn formant frequencies, f1 through f4, should be
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scaled by the percent difference in average F3 when transforming
from one talker to the other. There was a 15% difference in
average F3 for the female talkers MB and CF. Average first and
second frequencies at full vowel centers, and near the ends and
beginnings of diphthongs indicate the vowel qualities specific to
a particular talker. There was a fronting difference for high front
vowels for the males PZ and EC. There were differences in the
way diphthongs were produced for the female talkers.
II) Prominence and declination descriptors.
Fundamental frequency contours of each utterance were
measured for their maximum and minimum values. These
measures were averaged over all of the utterances for a measure
of talker pitch range. Both the male talkers and female talkers
showed F0 range differences
III) Timing and rhythm descriptors.
Measures of cross-word foot durations were made to find
characteristic patterns of foot duration as a function of the
number of syllables in a foot. A linear regression of foot duration
versus number of syllables gives a quantitative measure of a
rhythmic factor [3]. This analysis was performed on the men
only, and no significant differences were found in this measure.
We derived average measures of vowel duration grouped
according to whether a vowel was prominent or not prominent,
whether it occurred in a phrase-final syllable or not, and whether
it was a diphthong, a tense vowel, or a lax vowel depending on
whether sufficient data were available [4]. These descriptors,
when there were large enough differences between talkers,
provided a factor to use for linear time-warping the vowels in the
copy-synthesis of one talker toward the other’s vowel durations.
     PZ had an average non-phrase final diphthong duration 1.45
times greater than the corresponding average duration for EC.
Phrase final syllables were 1.33 times longer for PZ than they
were for EC. CF had an average non-phrase final non-prominent
lax vowel (including reduced vowels) duration 1.41 times greater
than the corresponding average duration for MB.
IV) Voice quality descriptors.
The following measurements were made at the midpoints of
selected vowels in pitch-accented syllables, excluding high
vowels and  vowels in utterance-final position [5]. 1) H1*-H2*,
where the asterisks indicate that corrections were needed to
account for the proximity of nearby formants. This measure is
most directly related to the open quotient, and was used primarily
in transformation of OQm (Open Quotient for modal voice). 2)
H1*-A1 (where A1= spectrum amplitude of the first-formant
prominence). After open quotient had been set, this measure was
used to help determine the transformation of the HLsyn speaker
constant first formant bandwidth. 3) H1*-A3* (where A3=
spectrum amplitude of the third formant prominence) was
primarily used to transform spectral tilt, TLm (Spectral Tilt for
modal voice). 4) Regular occurrence of creaky voice was used to
transform a voice that tended to creak at sentence endings into
one that didn’t or vice-versa, primarily using the HLsyn input
parameter ag. For a non-rule-based transformation we copied
parts of the ag trajectory from one copy synthesis into that of
another. 5) Other regular spectral attributes could be used to
characterize a voice, such as the lack of harmonic structure in the
higher frequencies during voiced speech. We found the HLsyn
speaker constants of fifth formant frequency and bandwidth
could have a useful role for simulating the behavior of the voice
spectrum at higher frequencies.

      For the males, PZ had consistently creaky voice during the
final syllable of a sentence, while for EC this was not the case.
PZ had a lack of voice harmonics above 4 kHz, but EC showed
no such trend. For the females, MB had an average H1*-H2* of
3.6 dB and for CF this quantity was 5.6 dB. For MB the average
H1*-A1 was 1.7 dB and for CF this quantity was 0.8 dB. For MB
the average H1*-A3* was 21.9 dB and for CF this quantity was
21.7 dB. For CF there was consistent creaky voice during the
final syllable of the sentence. For MB there was not consistent
creaky voice during the final syllable.

2.3. Listening Tests on the Transformations
The transformations between the two male analysis talkers were
made in three steps in each direction: from base PZ to target EC
and from base EC to target PZ. The first transformation from
EC_cs (copy-synthesis of EC) toward target talker will be called
EC_cs_t1 and from PZ_cs toward target talker EC will be called
PZ_cs_t1. These transformed syntheses had all of the rule-based
transformations, except the voice quality transformations, applied
to them. The next transformed syntheses, EC_cs_t2 and PZ_cs_t2
had all the transformations applied in the first transformation
including the voice quality transformations. These rule-based
transformations were judged to produce the desired effect by
some of the investigators, but improvement was sought by other
investigators. The final step in the transformation process was not
rule-based. In the final transformation the contours of
fundamental frequency, f0, first formant frequency, f1, glottal
opening ag, and posterior glottal area ap were adjusted according
to details of each target talker’s copy synthesis contours.
      We confirmed through informal AXB listening tests that
PZ_cs_t1, PZ_cs_t2, PZ_cs_t3, and EC_cs provided increasing
improvement in the imitation of talker EC. [SOUND
0077_02.WAV, 0077_03.WAV, 0077_04.WAV, and
0077_05.WAV]. PZ_cs [SOUND 0077_01.WAV] is also
included here for comparison.
       Formal listening tests were performed with the same AXB
design as the baseline experiments reported in Section 2.1, except
that transformed syntheses were substituted in place of the
natural utterances in the X position. One of these experiments
was done with four listeners and tested the syntheses with all
transformations performed, except for the detailed
transformations of f0, f1, ag, and ap, so that X was either PZ_cs,
EC_cs, PZ_cs_t2, or EC_cs_t2. The other experiment was done
with three listeners and tested the syntheses with all
transformations performed, so that X was either PZ_cs, EC_cs,
PZ__cs_t3, or EC_cs_t3.
      Figures 3 and 4 show the results in a format similar to Figure
1 of the baseline experiments. The copy syntheses, including the
baseline experiment shown in Figure 1, had scores greater than
1.00 with one exception. In that one exception, shown in Figure
4, the transformation synthesis EC_cs_t3 actually did better than
the copy synthesis PZ_cs in being identified with the talker PZ. It
is important to note, however, that EC_cs_t3 was not a
completely rule-based transformation. Note that EC_cs_t3 and
PZ_cs_t3 had a tendency to perform better than EC_cs_t2 and
Pz_cs_t2 with respect to their target copy-syntheses.
     In making the transformed syntheses between the two female
analysis talkers, we generated three transformations in each
direction: from base MB to target CF and from base CF to target
MB. The first transformations, MB_cs_t1 and CF_cs_t1,
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transformed MB_cs and CF_cs, respectively, using all of the
rule-based transformations, except the vocal tract length scaling
based on average F3 and vowel quality, applied to them. The
next transformed syntheses, MB_cs_t2 and CF_cs_t2 had all the
rule-based transformations applied, including vocal tract length
and vowel quality transformations. Again, MB_cs_t3 and
CF_cs_t3 were created from MB_cs_t2 and CF_cs_t2 by copying
into these syntheses the f0, f1, ag, and ap contours according to
the details of each target talker’s copy synthesis contours.

Figure 3: Results from AXB experiments with full
transformations for male talkers, except for detailed f0, f1, ag,

and ap adjustments. PZ_cs is the average score received by talker
PZ when X was the copy-synthetic version of the test sentence
spoken by PZ. EC_cs_t2 is the average score received by talker
PZ when X was EC_cs_t2. Foil_max (foil_min) is the maximum

(minimum) score received by a foil talker when X was either
PZ_cs or EC_cs_t2. Similarly for the right side of the graph.

Figure 4: Results from AXB experiments with full
transformations for male talkers, including detailed f0, f1, ag and

ap adjustments. See legend for Figure 3.

     The AXB listening tests for the females were done for two
different groups of listeners. In one experiment with seven
listeners, the copy syntheses and the rule-based transformations,
CF_cs_t2 and MB_cs_t2, provided the X utterances (Figure 5).
In another experiment with a group of five listeners, the copy
syntheses, MB_cs and CF_cs, and the most thorough
transformations, CF_cs_t3 and MB_cs_t3, provided the X
utterances, similar to the way that the male analysis
transformations were tested (Figure 6). The group of listeners in
the experiment with the more thorough transformations (Figure
6) rated both the copy syntheses and the transformations more
like the target talker than did the listeners in the other experiment
(Figure 5).

Figure 5: See legend for Figure 3.
In fact, the copy syntheses of Figure 6 scored higher than in the
baseline experiments shown in Figure 2. Note also that the target
talker MB barely fared better than one of the foil talkers in being
identified as the talker of CF_cs_t2, and that there was greater
confusion with the foil talkers with the females.

Figure 6: See legend Figure 4.

3. DISCUSSION
The rule-based transformations were at least partially successful
in shifting the identity of one analysis talker to another. The
voice source differences between the males appeared to provide
the largest difference in identity, while it was vocal tract length
and vowel quality for the females. In the case of the males the
extra, non-rule based transformations seemed to provide a
improved transformation over the completely rule-based
transformations, but this was not clearly the case for the females.
This indicates that there is still progress to be made in detecting
salient features for talker imitation, even for short sentences. We
believe that a viable approach to this research has been initiated .
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